New University Catalogs – Feature List

On December 19th, 2016, the University replaced the University Bulletins with what we will be referring to as University Catalogs. The new University Catalogs include a number of features to assist you with navigation and usage. Below is a list of some of these features.

**Advanced Search** - this feature allows users to identify catalog content specific to a course, program, or school. Course search options include subject, catalog number, department, or keyword.

**My Portfolio** - allows you to record and track your favorite programs, courses, and other areas of the catalog that interest you for future reference within that browsing session.

**Archived Catalogs** - catalogs from previous years are easily accessible via link on the catalog menu that is available on every catalog page.

**Academic Calendar** - one-click and users will have the calendar for the academic year.

**Class Search** - directs users to the Pitt PS Mobile, Class Search page which provides access to classes offered for the current term(s).

**Print-friendly Pages** - each catalog page contains a print icon located at the top right portion of the page which makes printing selections easy and efficient.

**Undergraduate/Graduate and Professional Studies Catalog Dropdown** - unique to only the Pittsburgh Campus Catalog, users can seamlessly toggle between either catalog by clicking the drop-down at the top of either Pittsburgh Campus Catalog.

**Mobile-Friendly Version** - each catalog has a mobile version that will appear automatically when accessing a catalog from a tablet or mobile device. Directs users whenever they are using a tablet or mobile device (full-site button included in mobile version; allowing for easy swapping between catalog versions - no app download required).